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Improper peer review of scientific 
paper?



   
“They create journals with names 
like the American Journal of 
Medical and Dental Sciences or 
the European Journal of 
Chemistry to imitate—and in 
some cases, literally 
clone—those of Western 
academic publishers. But the 
locations revealed by IP 
addresses and bank invoices are 
continents away”

Bohannon, J. (2013)



New books are created with the inputs 
of thousand articles. Ex: The 278-page 
book is the first from Springer Nature 
that author is the machine, not human. 



How nonsensical papers are produced?

Human-written texts Machine-generated texts



Generated mathematics research papers websites



Spinbot: paraphrasing tool

Artificial Intelligence -> man-made brainpower
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“As a result, meaningless randomly generated 
scientific papers end up being served and 
sometimes sold by various publishers with a 
prevalence estimated to 4.29 papers every one 
million papers”. 

(Cabanac & Labbé, in press; Van Noorden, 2021)



unexpected weird phrases instead of the established ones, 
such as “counterfeit consciousness”  or   “man-made brain 

power” instead of “artificial intelligence”.

Tortured Phrases:



Only human can detect the tortured 
phrases currrently
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Based on the current machine learning technology and 
language model, my study is to detect the new kind of the 
tortured phrases in the sentences automatically. 

Objective



Ex: It is commonly acknowledged that FDI is one of the 
essential wellsprings of capital inflow and driving components 
of financial development in many creating nations.

creating nations is the tortured phrase.

developing countries is the expected phrase.



Current study

Investigating on various experiment to differentiate the 
tortured phrases and expected phrases based on 
classification techniques.
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